Nama Selection • August
NIGIRI/SASHIMI

WHITE FROM JAPAN
kanpachi AMBER JACK [KYUSHU PREFECTURE] 12/25
madai WILD BLACK SEA BREAM [KAGISHIMA PREFECTURE] 15/30
aodai BLUE FUSILIER [KOUCHI PREFECTURE] 15/32
shima-aji STRIPED JACK/WHITE TREVALLY 15/32
kasugodai YOUNG SNAPPER [MIYAZAKI PREFECTURE] 12/25
isaki THREELINE GRUNT FISH [NAGASAKI PREFECTURE] 12/25
tenren hirame WILD ‘IKE JIME’ HALIBUT [CHIBA PREFECTURE] 13/27

VIBRANT FROM JAPAN
kinki THORNY HEAD [HOKKAIDO PREFECTURE] M.P
aka mutsu RED FISH AKA DEEP SEA GROUPER [WAKAYAMA PREFECTURE] M.P
ji-kinmedai ‘COLD SMOKED’ GOLDEN EYE SNAPPER [CHIBA PREFECTURE] M.P
masaba CHUB MACKEREL [NAGASAKI PREFECTURE] 12/25
kuromaguro BLACK TUNA [NAGASAKI PREFECTURE] M.P
managatsu silver pomefret aka butterfish [CHIBA PREFECTURE] 15/32
tachiuo RIBBONFISH [FUKUOKA PREFECTURE] 15
kamasu YOUNG BARRACUDA [FUKUOKA PREFECTURE] 12
yazu YOUNG YELLOWTAIL [NAGASAKI PREFECTURE] 12/25
tenren sawara SPANISH MACKEREL [KAGOSHIMA PREFECTURE] 12/25

VIBRANT DOMESTIC
nama sake “FIRST RUN” WILD COPPER RIVER SALMON [ALASKA] 20/50
hon maguro SINGLE POLE AND LINE CAUGHT WILD BLUEFIN TUNA [BOSTON] M.P

CRUSTACEAN & OTHER
hanasaki gani BLOSSOMING CRAB, MISO BUTTER [HOKKAIDO PREFECTURE] 15
ensui uni UNPROCESSED SEA URCHIN [HOKKAIDO PREFECTURE] 22
tokujyo uni RUSSIAN SEA URCHIN [KAIGARA ISLAND] 25 shiro eb
kuruma ebi IMPERIAL SHRIMP [HOKKAIDO PREFECTURE] M.P
shiro ebi BABY WHITE SHRIMP, CAVIAR [HOKKAIDO PREFECTURE] 20
nama ebi MADAGASCAR SHRIMP 13
kuro awabi JAPANESE BLACK ABALONE [HOKKAIDO PREFECTURE] M.P

FARM
miyazaki wagyu JAPANESE BLACK CATTLE, TRUFFLE PEALING, MOSHIO, ADD 5g GRATED SUMMER TRUFFLE [MIYAZAKI PREFECTURE] 25 (1OZ NIGIRI ONLY)